EVENTS/ CONFERENCES
1. Narrate: Market Menagerie: Health and Development in Late Industrial States
2. Chosen Capital: The Jewish Encounter with American Capitalism
3. SIPA Urban and Social Policy Series: A Conversation with David Greg
4. Pratt Lecture Series 2013: Rebuilding the Public Realm after Sandy
5. AC4 2nd Annual Conflict Resolution Internship Fair
6. APA Planning Law Division Networking Opportunity
7. Symposium – ‘The City that Never Was: Urbanization After the Bubble’

WORK OPPORTUNITIES
1. DYATT & BHATIA (SF) – Zoning Planner AND Environmental Planner
2. New York County District Attorney’s Office – Facilities Design Unit Intern
3. Contra Costa County (CA) Public Works Department – Senior Watershed Management Planning Specialist
4. Department of Public Works (SF) – Project Manager II
5. City of Clayton (CA) – Community Development Director

ACADEMIC OPPORTUNITIES
1. Robert A. Catlin/ David W. Long Memorial Scholarship
2. NYU Wagner Study Abroad Program in Shanghai, China
3. Online Course on Poverty Reduction with J-PAL Directors
4. APA Transport Planning Division 2013 Student Paper Competition
5. Critical Planning Journal – Calling for Papers
6. ‘Beyond Resilience: Actions for a Just Metropolis’ Conference – Call for Proposals
7. 9th Annual Morton Deutsch Awards for Social Justice – Call for Student Papers
8. University of Texas at Austin School of Architecture - Public Interest Design (Summer Course Series)
9. SHAGAL|iodaa Practice Fellowships 2013
EVENTS/ CONFERENCE

NARRATE: MARKET MENAGERIE: HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT IN LATE INDUSTRIAL STATES
4 FEBRUARY 2013 (MONDAY), 6:30 PM
WOOD AUDITORIUM, AVERY HALL

Jason Cone, Médecins Sans Frontières
Stephen Mayes, VII Photo Agency
Brian McGrath, Parsons The New School for Design
Patricia Thomas, University of Georgia
Smita Srinivas, Columbia University GSAPP

Health is complex. How are stories of health and care told, and what is at stake in their telling? Traversing fields of journalism, communication, urban planning, industry studies, and political economy, this interdisciplinary conversation discusses narratives of health and politics, and raises the need for new ones.

The discussion takes Smita Srinivas's Market Menagerie: Health and Development in Late Industrial States—a far-reaching analysis of technological advance and market regulation of the biotech and pharmaceutical industries in countries such as India, Brazil, China, Nigeria, and South Africa—as a springboard into the difficult responsibilities of reporting across media and cultural divides.

Organized by the Technological Change Lab

___________________________________________________________

CHosen CAPITAL: THE JEWISH ENCOUNTER WITH AMERICAN CAPITALISM
5 FEBRUARY 2013 (TUESDAY), 12 NOON
406 INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS BUILDING

The Herbert H. Lehman Center for American History features:

Rebecca A. Kobrin
Russell and Bettina Knapp Assistant Professor of American Jewish History, Columbia University

Andrew S. Dolkart
James Marston Fitch Associate Professor of Historic Preservation and Director of the Historic Preservation Program, Columbia University

Lunch will be served. RSVP required: lehmancenter@columbia.edu

___________________________________________________________
SIPA URBAN & SOCIAL POLICY SPEAKER SERIES: A CONVERSATION WITH GREG DAVID
5 FEBRUARY 2013 (TUESDAY), 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS BUILDING, ROOM 1501

Greg David, author of Modern New York: the Life and Economics of a City, director of the business journalism program at the CUNY Graduate School of Journalism and columnist and former editor at Crain’s New York Business, will discuss his book as well as his visions for the future of New York City and its economy.

Greg David spent more than two decades as the editor of Crain’s, covering the city’s business, economic and political issues. He appears frequently on media outlets discussing political and business issues. His book Modern New York: The Life and Economics of a City was published by Palgrave Macmillan in April. The Economist called it "the fast-paced story of the fall and rise of New York."


PRATT LECTURE SERIES 2013: REBUILDING THE PUBLIC REALM AFTER SANDY
8 FEBRUARY 2013 (FRIDAY), 6:00PM – 8:00PM
PRATT MANHATTAN, 144 WEST 14TH STREET, ROOM 213

Please join Pratt’s Programs for Sustainable Planning and Development for our Spring 2013 Lecture Series: Democracy, Equity and the Public Realm.

Free and open to the public.

This week’s event features Sth Pinksy, President of NYCEDC.

Please RSVP by e-mailing Dana Feingold at dfeingol@pratt.edu

See other events this Spring at http://www.pratt.edu/pratt_blog/view/pspd_spring_lecture_series/
AC4 2ND ANNUAL CONFLICT RESOLUTION INTERNSHIP FAIR
21 FEBRUARY 2013 (THURSDAY), 2:00PM – 4:00PM
555 ALFRED LERNER HALL

AC⁴ is pleased to announce that the Annual Conflict Resolution Internship Fair will take place again in 2013. Building on the success of last year’s event, we invite organizations and students working in the areas of peace and sustainability, violence prevention, social justice, human rights and international development to make connections and learn about opportunities in this field.

This event is open to students from any university - so tell your friends! Raffle prizes will include an opportunity for two students to have lunch with AC⁴ Directors Beth Fisher-Yoshida and Peter T. Coleman. 10 lucky students will be selected for resume editing and advice from the AC⁴ staff. We encourage students to continue checking http://ac4.ei.columbia.edu/events/internship-fair/ for further information about participating organizations. The website will be updated regularly.

________________________________________________________________________

APA PLANNING AND LAW DIVISION (PLD) NETWORKING OPPORTUNITY
21 FEBRUARY 2013 (THURSDAY), 5:30 PM – 7:30PM
FORCHELLI CENTER, 22ND FLOOR, FELL HALL AT BROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL, 205 STATE STREET, BROOKLYN

APA Planning and Law Division (PLD) will be kicking off our new Early Career Program Committee with a cocktail and networking event for law and planning students interested in developing a career in planning and the law. This event represents an opportunity for students to interact with some of the most informative members of the PLD community, and learn more about job opportunities. The evening will begin at 5:30 pm with cocktails and networking, followed by a short panel discussion featuring opportunities in the public, private, academic, and nonprofit sectors for career development. Following the panel discussion, we will continue to serve cocktails and allow time for everyone to connect again.

RSVP by Monday, February 18th to pldearlycareer@gmail.com.

________________________________________________________________________

SYMPOSIUM – ‘THE CITY THAT NEVER WAS: URBANIZATION AFTER THE BUBBLE’
22 FEBRUARY 2013 (FRIDAY), 9:00AM – 5:30PM
SCHOLASTIC BUILDING, 557 BROADWAY
“The City That Never Was” is a one-day symposium that uses the current economic and housing crisis in Spain as a lens to reconsider how planners, designers, politicians, and financiers conceive of and realize large-scale contemporary urbanization and settlement. This symposium will use the situation in Spain as a point of departure for challenging the increasingly generic strategies upon which contemporary urban planning and design rely in both established and emerging economies. The event will be organized through four primary themes — infrastructure, waste, landscape, and instant urbanism – in order to explore new possibilities for how future patterns of urbanization can be conceived, financed, planned, deployed, and inhabited.

Speakers include Iñaki Abalos, Abalos+Sentkiewicz arquitectos; Dominique Alba, Director, Atelier Parisien D’Urbanisme; Enric Batlle, Batlle I Roig arquitectes; William Braham, Associate Professor of Architecture, University of Pennsylvania; Rania Ghosn, Assistant Professor of Architecture, University of Michigan; Llàtzer Moix, Culture Editor, La Vanguardia; Chris Reed, Stoss Landscape Urbanism; Byron Stigge, Level Infrastructure; Willie Van den Broek, Wageningen UR; James Von Klemperer, Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates; and Daniel Zarza, Professor of Urban Planning, University of Alcalá. “The City That Never Was” is organized by Christopher Marcinkoski and Javier Arpa, in cooperation with the Architectural League.

Tickets
$30; $15 students and members of the Architectural League.
Half day tickets are also available.
For more information and to purchase tickets, visit www.archleague.org.

Flyer attached.

WORK OPPORTUNITIES

DYETT & BHATIA, San Francisco
PLANNER – ZONING AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNER

We are a collegial, dynamic team, committed to place-based planning and excellence. Our office is located in the vibrant, historic Jackson Square District in downtown San Francisco, easily reached by transit. All position carry comprehensive benefits, including health insurance, retirement plan match, profit sharing, and transit subsidy.
PLANNER – ZONING (Hiring Level Open)

The Planner will work primarily on zoning assignments, which include comprehensive new citywide regulations or those with a specific focus—such as transit-oriented development, downtown, corridor, urban agriculture, parking, or sustainable development practices or form-based codes.

Qualifications and Experience

- Minimum two years’ experience (6+ years for senior-level appointment) in zoning
- Solid grasp of legal and technical underpinnings of zoning
- Excellent writing, analysis, presentation, and organizational skills
- Experience in administering zoning and development regulations desirable

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNER (Junior or Mid-Level)

The Environmental Planner will lead and prepare EIRs on general plans, specific plans, regional transportation plans, and other programs, and develop environmental policies for long-range plans. The candidate will be responsible for project management and coordination, and client interaction.

Qualifications and Experience

- Minimum two years’ experience (4+ years for mid-level) preparing EIRs in California
- Education in planning, natural sciences, or related fields

PLANNER – COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING

The Planner will work on various aspects of general and specific plans, station area plans, and corridor plans, including research and analysis, preparing plans and environmental review documents, workshop facilitation, and project coordination. Ideal candidates will have solid grounding in California planning practice, experience with working on plans, housing elements, and environmental review, and interest in sustainability, public health, and livable communities.

Qualifications and Experience

- Graduate degree in planning and minimum one year experience
- Excellent writing, analysis, communication, and organizational skills
- Working knowledge of ArcGIS and Adobe CS desirable

To Apply

Email resume in PDF with cover email or letter to jobs@dyettandbhatia.com stating position sought. Work samples not exceeding 10MB may be submitted electronically along with the application.
New York County District Attorney’s Office

FACILITIES DESIGN UNIT, INTERN

The Facilities Design Department at the New York County District Attorney’s office is seeking a full-time or part time intern for its Facilities Design Unit. The intern will report to the Director of Facilities Design.

Facilities Design is tasked with providing and managing the professional space planning, programming, design, construction management, bid review, and on-site supervision for all office expansion and renovation projects.

The successful candidate must be enrolled in a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree program in Architecture or Interior Design. Must be proficient in AutoCAD 2011 (demonstration of proficiency will be part of the interview process), Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. Sketchup and 3D Studio Viz rendering skills. Archibus capabilities preferred; will train. Seeking a highly organized individual with exemplary communication, writing, and interpersonal skills. Must utilize a team-oriented approach and have the desire to share ideas in a communicative work environment.

Applicants are required to attach a cover letter, resume and unofficial transcript. Apply at http://dany.applicantstack.com/x/detail-internal/a2i2x0xhjoil

Contra Costa County (CA) Public Works Department

SENIOR WATERSHED MANAGEMENT PLANNING SPECIALIST

APPLICATION DEADLINE: 8 FEBRUARY 2013

The Contra Costa County Public Works Department is seeking qualified individuals to fill one permanent full time Senior Watershed Management Planning Specialist in the Contra Costa Clean Water Program in Martinez, California. The program is a collaborate effort between Contra Costa County, it’s 19 incorporated cities and the flood control district, to implement the Federal Clean Water Act for Urban runoff. This position is very technical in nature. The person appointed to this position will work under general direction, assist in the administration, design and development of the Contra Costa Clean Water Program, provide direction to consultants, contractors, and/or subordinate professional/technical staff; research, and analyze federal, state and local regulatory compliance directives; organize and conduct complex technical studies; and perform other related work as needed. The
employment list established as a result of this examination may remain in effect for twelve (12) months.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

License Required: Possession of a Valid California Motor Vehicle Operator’s License. Out of State valid motor vehicle operator’s license will be accepted during the application process.

Education: Possession of a Bachelor of Arts degree from an accredited college or university with a major in urban or regional planning, environmental studies/science, business, geography, engineering or a closely related field.

Experience: Four (4) years of full-time or its equivalent professional experience in land use planning, environmental compliance, or other closely related field.

Substitution: A master’s degree from an accredited college or university in urban or regional planning, environmental studies/science or a closely related field may be substituted for one (1) year of the required experience.

All applications and supplemental questionnaires must be received or postmarked by February 8, 2013. An application package may be obtained by calling the Contra Costa County HR Department at (925) 335-1701, or by visiting our recruitment website at http://agency.governmentjobs.com/contracosta/default.cfm

Department of Public Works, San Francisco

APPLICATION DEADLINE: 09 MARCH 2013

The Project Manager II, under administrative direction, plans, organizes, directs and controls this complex streetscape project from concept planning through design and construction, to close out of the project contract. The project manager is responsible for preparing and monitoring the project budget, including obtaining funding; overseeing the completion of conceptual design; coordinating work of a multi-disciplinary technical staff across organizational boundaries; working extensively with the public, private contractors, special interest groups, governmental funding and regulatory agencies, and City & County departments; coordinating the EIR and EIS process and obtaining permits; controlling project cost and schedule; reviewing change orders; serving as primary contact for all parties involved in the project.

This position requires knowledge of civil, mechanical, electrical, structural, and geotechnical engineering, urban design, and landscape architectural design and specifications; financing and budgeting, calculating overhead, design and
construction costs; working knowledge of various funding sources and restrictions; legal requirements for City projects; regulations, regulatory agencies and commissions affecting planning, design and construction; requirements of final bid packages; and construction management techniques and practices.


City of Clayton, California
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
APPLICATION DEADLINE: 01 MARCH 2013

General Law city seeks a Community Development Director to practice professional planning in the idyllic setting of Clayton, CA (pop. 11,000). The City, tucked away at the base of scenic Mt. Diablo in desirable Contra Costa County (East Bay Area), offers a charming small town atmosphere where residents take great pride and actively participate in their community. Clayton is consistently ranked in the “Top 100 Places to Live in the Nation” by Money Magazine (2007, 2009 & 2011). The Community Development Director oversees planning, building, zoning, code enforcement, environmental review, and housing. The successful candidate must possess the equivalent of five years of senior level experience in community planning, community development, land use regulation, and building and code inspection, and a bachelor’s degree in planning, public administration, or a related field. The new Director will have an understanding of social, political, and environmental issues influencing projects, have the ability to see the big picture, be customer and hands-on oriented, and show sensitivity to the community’s input.

Annual salary range for this full-time position is $84,960 - $103,260 (note: the City presently has eleven unpaid furlough days per fiscal year reflected in salary above). Detailed information is available on the City’s website www.ci.clayton.ca.us or by calling the Human Resources Manager at 925.673-7304.

ACADEMIC OPPORTUNITIES
ROBERT A. CATLIN / DAVID W. LONG MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
APPLICATION DEADLINE: 15 FEBRUARY 2013

Named after committed planners and long-standing PBCD members, The Robert A. Catlin/David W. Long Memorial Scholarship is designed to foster an increased
interest in the profession of urban planning among Black students. The goal of the scholarship is to encourage the pursuit and achievement of the growing number of Black graduate students entering the urban planning profession. The goal is to create a critical mass of Black planning professionals who support one another, and provide new perspectives on issues facing the communities that they serve.

The $1500 scholarship is available to:

- Black undergraduate students who are applying to, or who have been accepted and plan to enroll into, an urban planning program for graduate studies;
- Black graduate students, majoring in urban planning or a related field (geography, environmental studies, urban studies, urban policy etc.)

Students applying to graduate programs must show proof of acceptance and intent to enroll if awarded the scholarship. The applicant should be in good academic standing and active member of their communities. The scholarship will be awarded to the student to cover costs associated with the pursuit of their studies. The scholarship is awarded to a student only one time during their tenure in a planning program.

The Winner will also receive a $500 travel stipend to travel to the 2013 American Planning Association National Planning Conference in Chicago to accept the award.


---

**NYU Wagner Study Abroad Program in Shanghai**

**Application Deadline: 1 March 2013**

NYU Wagner will continue this intensive 2-week course for the 4th time in summer 2013. The theme is the urbanization process in China using the Shanghai region as a case study, covering national urbanization policies, land tenure systems, household registration, rural migrant workers, motorization, housing reform, economic development zones, village planning, town and village enterprises, and environments. The class time will be equally split between classroom lecture/discussion and field trips.

The tentative syllabus and detail daily itinerary for 2013 is attached.
**Dates:** June 2 to June 14, 2013  
**Location:** NYU Shanghai (at East China Normal University)  
**Cost:** $4,128 tuition, plus a $1000 program fee covering lodging, four reception meals, field trip transportation, admission fees, etc.)  
**Course website at Wagner:** [http://wagner.nyu.edu/global/abroad/shanghai.php](http://wagner.nyu.edu/global/abroad/shanghai.php)

---

**ONLINE COURSE ON POVERTY REDUCTION WITH J-PAL DIRECTORS**  
**BEGINNING DATE:** 12 FEBRUARY 2013

Is extreme poverty a thing of the past? What is life like for those living on under a dollar per day? Why are many children in developing countries not learning when in school? Why do many people not invest in preventive health care? These are just a few of the questions that will be addressed in the new online course with J-PAL Directors Abhijit Banerjee and Esther Duflo.

The new course will be hosted by edX—a not-for-profit enterprise founded at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and Harvard University that offers online learning to on-campus students and to millions of people around the world. The course will be a combination of video lectures, an online discussion forum, and regular assessments of student understanding of the material.

The course is free of charge and open to anyone with an internet connection. It will begin on Tuesday, February 12 and run until May 24. Online learners who demonstrate mastery of subjects through regular online assessments can earn a certificate of completion from MITx.

Visit [https://www.edx.org/courses/MITx/14.73x/2013_Spring/about](https://www.edx.org/courses/MITx/14.73x/2013_Spring/about) to register for the course.

---

**APA TRANSPORT PLANNING DIVISION 2013 STUDENT PAPER COMPETITION**  
**DEADLINE:** 13 FEBRUARY 2013

The Transportation Planning Division (TPD) is looking for outstanding student papers on current transportation planning or policy issues. Our purpose is to recognize and reward work completed for courses in accredited masters and undergraduate planning programs. Please nominate and encourage your students
to participate in APA’s student paper contest. Winners will be announced at the APA National Conference in Chicago, IL on April 13-17, 2013.

**The Prizes: Awards of $1,000 and $500.** The top two student papers will be awarded. The grand prize for the best student paper is $1,000 and the second prize is $500. Winning papers (or summaries) will be published in the TPD’s quarterly newsletter. The TPD may also submit full versions of the winning paper for peer review and possible presentation at the Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board and for publication in APA’s Planning Magazine.

More details at [http://www.apa-tpd.org/competition.html](http://www.apa-tpd.org/competition.html)

---

**CRITICAL PLANNING JOURNAL – CALL FOR PAPERS**

**Deadline: 15 February 2013**

For its 20th volume, Critical Planning invites critical research papers, book reviews, essays, literary journalism projects, poetry, and artistic projects that investigate and speculate on the future trajectories of cities and the role of urban planning. Possible topics include, but are by no means limited to:

- Climate changes
- Information technologies and logistics
- Green technologies and energy
- Politics and resistance
- Shrinking cities and emerging economies
- Social networks and digital communities

Critical Planning is a double-blind peer-reviewed publication. Feature articles are generally between 5,000 and 7,000 words, while shorter articles are between 1,000 and 3,000 words. Essays range from 1,000 to 7,000 words. Poetry submissions should be fewer than 600 words or 4 poems, whichever is shorter. We encourage submissions that incorporate cross-disciplinary, multi-scalar, multi-sited, transnational, or mixed-method approaches. We also welcome submissions of photographs, maps, art, or design projects related to the topic The Future for publication in the journal.

The 2013 Edward W. Soja Prize for Critical Thinking in Urban and Regional Research will be awarded to the best article published in the 20th volume of Critical Planning. The prize celebrates the lifetime achievements of this critical thinker whose work continues to open new research directions for the theoretical
and practical understanding of contemporary cities and regions. Preference will be given to authors speaking to critical issues outside the research agendas of traditional funding agencies and institutional donors. A cash prize of $1,000 will be awarded to the author of the winning article.

Submissions will be accepted on a rolling basis, and we highly encourage early submissions. Feel free to contact us by email to discuss your ideas. All academic submissions should be written according to the standards of the Chicago Manual of Style, 16th Edition. Manuscripts should be submitted by 5 PM PST on February 15, 2013 as .doc attachments via email to critplan@ucla.edu.


__________________________

‘BEYOND RESILIENCE: ACTIONS FOR A JUST METROPOLIS’ CONFERENCE – CALL FOR PROPOSALS
DEADLINE: 15 FEBRUARY 2013

Beyond Resilience: Actions for a Just Metropolis, a conference co-sponsored by Planners Network and Architects, Designers, and Planners for Social Responsibility, will be held June 6-8, 2013, in New York City. We invite your proposals for community-based workshops, discussions, speakers, and plenaries. Proposals due February 15. Visit http://www.plannersnetwork.org/ for details and updates.

__________________________

9TH ANNUAL MORTON DEUTSCH AWARDS FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE – CALL FOR STUDENT PAPERS
DEADLINE: 15 FEBRUARY 2013

The International Center for Cooperation and Conflict Resolution (ICCCR) at Teachers College, Columbia University, is sponsoring the 9th annual Morton Deutsch Award for an Outstanding Graduate Student Paper on Social Justice.

Morton Deutsch, one of the world’s preeminent psychologists, has made significant contributions over the many years of his career in the areas of conflict resolution and social justice. The Morton Deutsch Awards are designed to recognize innovative scholarship and practice in the area of social justice.
A trophy award plus $500.00 will be awarded to a graduate student within the Columbia University system for an outstanding paper related to social justice.

The paper may address the issue of social justice in any context with a clear conceptual framework and from any disciplinary perspective. Papers will be evaluated on

- Degree of innovative thinking and sound analysis
- Recommendations for remediing identified situations
- Contributions to scholarship, practice and policy

Papers should be **20 to 30 pages** in length (double-spaced, 1” margins, Times New Roman, 12pt font). Papers are due **February 15th, 2013** (by 11:59 pm ET). Papers should be emailed as an attachment to icccr@tc.columbia.edu.

---

**UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE – PUBLIC INTEREST DESIGN (SUMMER COURSE SERIES)**

**DEADLINE: 1 MARCH 2013**

The University of Texas at Austin School of Architecture's Center for Sustainable Development is proud to offer the third installation of its award-winning Public Interest Design summer course series.

The lexicon of Public Interest Design is becoming a robust set of tools to identify the ways in which architects and planners can help to create beautiful, sustainable, equitable communities, particularly for underserved populations who traditionally haven’t had the resources to acquire professional design services. The summer program will discuss what it means to be a public servant and a designer, and will empower students with the skills they need to apply critical design-thinking to complex social problems.

There are three course offerings this summer:

Design / build studio - taught by **Coleman Coker**, Ruth Carter Stevenson Regents Chair in the Art of Architecture at UT Austin.

Theory & methods seminar - taught by **Steven Moore**, Bartlett Cocke Professor of Architecture and Planning at UT Austin.

Externship in San Francisco - with **Public Architecture**.

For more information, please visit our website: [http://soa.utexas.edu/csd/PID/](http://soa.utexas.edu/csd/PID/)

Application Deadline: **March 1, 2013**
Any questions may be directed to csd@austin.utexas.edu.

---

SHAGAL | IODAA PRACTICE FELLOWSHIPS 2013

**DEADLINE: 21 MARCH 2013**

Two practice-oriented fellowships (of $20,000 Dollars each) will be awarded for investigating a particular theme as well getting-involved also in real-world projects. SHAGAL|iodaa Practice Fellowships Programme provides an unparalleled opportunity for one or two outstanding newly design graduates to gain meaningful work experience in architecture, urban landscape, ecological urbanism, and being part of writing new urban-design rules for tomorrow as the outdated orthodoxial regulations do not anymore meet current and future needs.

**DEADLINE:** March 21, 2013

SHAGAL | iodaa: is an interdisciplinary collaborative studio dedicated to the green-sustainability issues through creative design, and ecological thinking, for place-responsive programming, research, criticism, writing, teaching and designing while merges architecture, landscape architecture, urbanism and the visual arts.

More details in the attached flyer.